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Abstract

Regression analysis can be used to approximate the input~output behaviour

of simulation models; this yields 'metamodels'. This paper focuses on sim-

ulation models with heavy traffic. The regression model is assumed to be

linear in its parameters but not in its independent variables. The simulation

responses are supposed to have variances that increase with the traffic load

of the simulated queueing system. Computer time is supposed to be lim-

ited. Two main questions are addressed: whicó input values to simulate, and

ho~s many customers to simulate at each of these input values? Terminat-

ing simulations are distinguished from steady-state simulations. Typically,
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the highest traffic load actually simulated should remain far away from its

upper limit; but a large percentage of the available computer time should

be allocated to simulating this highest rate. Simulation examples are in-

cluded, demonstrating that optimal designs can improve the accuracy of the

estimated metamodel considerably.

Keywords: response surface, interpolation, extrapolation, runlength

Introduction

Recently the analysis and design of simulation experiments with models of

nearly saturated queues has received considerable attention. Whitt (1989)

and Asmussen (1992) discuss the behaviour of steady-state queues as the

saturation limit is approached; Whitt in particular considers how the length

oÍ simulation runs should be increased in order to maintain accuracy in esti-

mating queue ]ength or waiting time. In this paper we consider the behaviour

of queues over a wide range of traf~ic intensities including values approaching

saturation. ~~'e examine both steady-state and transient behaviour.

A natural way of examining the response over a range of input values

is, as suggested by Kleijnen (1975a, 1992), to use a regression model as

a metamodel of the input-output behaviour of the underlying simulation

model. Cheng (1990) also considers such models, and shows how conditional

sampling can be incorporated as a variance reduction method to improve

accuracy. Reiman, Simon and Willie (1992) consider regression models fo-

cusing on how known theoretical results about light traffic and heavy traffic
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behaviour can be incorporated into the analysis, to improve accuracy. Cheng

and Traylor (1993) show how conditional sampling and use of known theo-

retical results can be combined. Vollebregt (1994a,b) investigates a problem

similar to our problem. He, however, reverses the roles of the criterion and

the budget condition (he minimises computer time, given a certain statistical

accuracy); he does not concentrate on heavy traffic queueing.

An aspect that has not been addressed seriously in the literature is how

to optimally design the overall simulation experiment in order to minimize

the variances of estimators of interest. Optimal design in regression analysis

was discussed in the seminal paper, Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1959), to whom

Reiman et al. (1992) also refer. However, Kiefer and Wolfowitz focus on

the case where the response variable has constant variance. A characteristic

feature of nearly saturated queues is that the variability of the response of

interest, such as waiting time, becomes unbounded as the saturation limit is

approached. The Kiefer and Wolfowitz approach can in principle be adjusted

to handle this case. However, it turns out that the modifications are quite

involved; moreover, heteroscedasticity gives solutions that differ substantially

from the homoscedastic case. We show instead that, for a certain class of

regression models, the problem can be solved directly using a result (Theorem

2; see eqs. 16 and 1 ï) which allows us to explicitly handle heteroscedasticity.

The theorem shows how the variance of the response depends on the values

of the independent (input) variable and on the number of replications used at

each input value. This characterizes the ~ariance, and makes its minimization

straightforward. ~~'e give examples showing that the typical optimal design
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has. as its highest traffic load, a value that is far away from the saturation

]imit; but that a large percentage of the available computer time is allocated

to simulating at this highest rate.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the regres-

sion model to be considered. In Section 3 we give the theorem and show its

use in the optimal design of simulation experiments. In Section 4 we study

the amount of computing effort needed to make a simulation run. This ob-

viouslv needs to be taken into account in assessing overall efficiency, and

is an important aspect that is not always adequately discussed. We show

that a clear distinction needs to be made between steady-state simulations

and terminating simulations, and show how the optimal design is modified

accordingly. In Section 5 we give examples involving the M~M~1 queue and

compare our analytical results with simulation results. These examples show

good agreement between the two, and illustrate the substantial efficiency

gains possible with our approach. In Section 6 we give conclusions, and

discuss side issues and extensions, including additional references.

1 The Regression Metamodel

~Ve suppose that the simulation experiment is made up of a number of in-

dependent runs. ~~'e assume that y, the output (response) of a run, is de-

termined by r, an independent input variable, and that this input~output

relationship can be represented by the following regression metamodel (re-

sponse surface):
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y~~ -(70 ~ 7ii~ t 7~2? i- ... f 7kz;`)Í(i~) f E~~ (i - 1, ..., n) (J - 1, ..., m,)

(1)
with

e: approximation error of the metamodel, with mean 0 and variance o?;

7-(7i,...,7k)' : vector of k unknown parameters representing input

effects;

f(z) : a known function ( discussed in the next paragraph).

We make the simulation runs at only n distinct input values x~, xz, .. ., x,,,

with m, observations placed at the ith point, x, (i - 1,..., n). We denote

the total number of runs by N; that is, ~~ ~ m; - N.

The purpose of introducing the function f(s) is to allow regression models

where the response can become unbounded. In particular it allows us to

consider saturated queueing situations. Consider for example the M~:~f~l

queue. lf the arrival rate is unity, then the steady-state expected waiting

time has the form

E(y) - z~(1 - ~) (~)

where z is the traffic intensity. If we do not know the correct expression for

E(y) but know only that queue saturation occurs as x-~ I, then we may

assume that the responses from the simulation runs have the form

y, -(7o f 7i2~ f 7s2?)~(1 - T~) f E~ (3)

where the vector of coefficients 7-(7o,7~,7z)' is unknown and is to be

estimated. This model is of the form ( 1). We shall return to this example.
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Another example is the problem discussed by Reiman et al. (1992) where

the expected squared waiting time E(y~) is to be estimated in an :V1~C~1

queue where the service time has a certain mixture distribution. In their

example it turns out that

EÍy~) - (2 ~- x -}- 8xZ)~(I - x)~ (4)

where x is again the trafflc intensity. In this case f(x) -(1 - x)-~ and we

see that (4) is correctly represented by a regression of the form (1).

[n practice the precise form of f( x) may not be known, or only be known

approximately. ~Vhen available, heavy traffic queueing theory can be used to

suggest of an appropriate form for f(x). The polynomial component is there-

fore included in (1) to provide flexibility in the metamodel to compensate for

any approximation in f (x).

In this paper we do not assume that the etror variance is constant; it may

depend on i, or equivalently, on x,. For example, Whitt ( 1989) and Asmussen

(1992) show that the variance of E in ( 3) is O[(1 -x)-'] as x --. 1. As pointed

out by Iiiefer and Wolfowitz ( 19~9), if the form of the dependence is known,

then homogeneit}~ of variance can be restored as follows. Let

L'ar(e) - [v(x)o]~

where v(x) is known. Then we simply divide (1) by v(x) and get

~~~ - y,iw(x,}

-(ryo -F ryii~ f ysx? -~ ... f rykx;`)r(x~) } ó,~

where

r(x~) - Ï(x~)w(x~)

(6)
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and L'ar(b,~) - v~. In the example (3) Whitt and Asmussen's result means

multipl}~ing y by (1 - x)Z, so (3) becomes

,-(?o f 7ix~ -~ 7~xZ)(1 - x,) t ó~ (8)

where Var(ê) is now independent of x.

We assume that the objective of the simulation is to estimate some known

linear function of the coefficients 70, ryi,...,7k in (1):

P- ao7o f- ... f Qk7k - Q~7 (9)

where the vector a-(ao, o~, ..., ak)' is known. In the example (3) we might

be particularly interested in the behaviour of the queue as x y 1. Thus we

would wish to estimate

P- lim(7ot7,xt 7~x~)-7o}7~ t-r~. (10)

~4'e use the Ordinary Least Squares (OLSI estimator, after having applied

the variance stabilizing transformation (OLS is identical to Weighted Least

Squares applied to the original observations y):

-y - (X'X)-'X'z (11)

~chere z-(z~t, z12..... z„m„)' is the vector of simulation responses (of dimen-



sion .~~). and

x2
X-

Xo
` ... ,

is the ,V x(k f 1) matrix of independent variables, wit.h the row vector

xi -(l,z~.x?,...,xk)r(x~)

appearing m; times in X. The matrix X'X is persymmetric (that is, all

elements in any diagonal perpendicular to the main diagonal are all the

same; see, for example, .~itken, 1964, p.121), its i jth entry being

tX,X)~ -~ n i~t~
( r,1 - 1,2,...,k) (12)

~-i

where n, - m,r`(r, ). for i- 1.2, ..., n,. We estimate p in (9) using

P- ao7o i- ... f aki,t. (13)

Our main objecti~e is to show how to select the m; and the x, in order

to minimize the ~ariance of (13). w'e shall discuss this in the next section.

2 Optimal Selection of Simulation Inputs

Kiefer and W'olfowitz i 1959) address a general version of the optimum design

problem presented in 5ection 2. They point out that, in general, a direct
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approach to the problem leads rapidly to intractable algebra. They give an

ingenious approach that transfers the difficulty into a Chebyshev approxi-

mation problem, thus allowing use of the extensive literature on this topic.

They give examples drawn from polynomial regression.

It is in principle possible to make use of the Kiefer and Wolfowitz approach

in our problem. However, there are two aspects that make an alternative,

direct, approach competitive in our case. Firstly, it turns out that the per-

symmetric form of the matrix X'X makes the direct approach much more

tractable. Secondly, the form of our regression function, being non-standard,

gives rise to a non-standard Chebyshev approximation that is arguably no

easier, and is possibly more difficult, to solve than the problem resulting from

our direct approach.

We start with the optimal choice of n (the number of distinct x values).

Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1959, Theorem 2) show that if the functions multiply-

ing the coefficients are linearly independent, then n should be chosen equal

to the number of unknowns, k-~ 1 in our case. Also see Vollebregt (1994b,

p.13). We assume n- k-t- 1 from now on.

~1'e now investigate how to choose the m, (the number of replications at

r„ with i - 1,2.....rz).

Theorem 1: Let A- X'X be as defined in (12). Then the inverse of A

has the form:
ktl

A-~ - ~ B~~~m~r~(~~)~ (14)
,-i

where the matrices B; are independent of the m, and the form of r(.), and

are positive semi-definite.
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Proof: See .Appendix.

Corollary: The variance of p, as given in (13), has the form

k}1 a q
i

Var(P) - a2 ~ - m-
1

-1 r'
(15)

where a; - a'B;~, i- 1, 2,..., k f 1, and for simplicity we have written r;

for r(x,).

Theorem 1 allows us to explicitly calculate the optimal m; that will min-

imize (15), given z;. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Let the simulation points xl, xz, ... ,.zk}1 be fixed, and let

the total number of simulations be equal to .N, so that ~;`}~ m, - N. Then

the variance (15) is minimized if

a,~r;
m, - k}t N(i - 1,2,...,k f 1). (16)

(~J-1 aJ~rJ)

The minimized value is

a7 k}I j

Lmin(x1,...,Sk}1) - N.~L(al,rJ)1~. (11)
7-1

Proof: ~linimization of (15) subject to m; ~ 0, all i, and ~;`}1' m, -.N

is a convex programming problem. An easy application of the method of

Lagrange multipliers gives the result. O

In simple cases, Theorem 2 is sufficient to enable the optimal settings of

the x, to be found explicitly by solving the system of equations

BVm,n(zl,...,zk},)~8x; -0 (i - 1.2,...,k f 1).

Though it is possible to write down an explicit formula for the B; of eq. (14),

and hence a„ it is usually easier to identify the ratios a;~r; needed in (16) and
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(lï) by manipulating Var(p) into the form (15), and obtaining a;~r, from

this expression directly. In more compGcated cases it is probably easiest to

numerically minimize (15) using a standard algorithm. We give examples in

5ection 5.

3 ZY~anslating Regression Variables into Simulation Variables

The definition of a simulation observation needs to be done with some care.

To simulate one customer, the analyst must generate one interarrival and

one service time ( in more complicated queueing systems the analyst must

sample more random variables; we concentrate on CI~G~1). Without loss

of generality we suppose that it takes one unit of computer time to generate

and process one customer. It is convenient to measure run length in such

units, as the cost involved is then directly measured in run length and there

is no ambiguity whether we talk of the number of customers processed or of

run length.

Rleijnen ( 19ï4~19ï5) distinguishes between terminating simulations and

steady-state simulations. We shall discuss the latter first, as they are actually

easier to analyse in our terms, even though they are harder to carry out in

practice.

3.1 Steady-State Simulations

Suppose that a total of C units of computer time is available and that at

the simulation point x; the runs are of length b;. Then we have the new

constraint ~ b;m; - C, as well as the original constraint ~ m, -,N. In
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the case of steady-state simulation it is well known that, if the response is

some form of sample average, then its variance is O(b; ') as b; ~ oo . Thus,

provided the 6, are sufficiently large, we can write (5) in the form

1'ar(E;~) - ~w(x,)Q~2~b; (18)

where w(x;) does not depend on m, or 6,. Then (5), (7) and (18) yield

r(x,) - J(x,)b; ~w(x;). Defining s; - J(a,)~w(x;), (15) becomes

Var(P) - o~k~ ~9~~(b,m,) '. (19)

We see therefore that minimization of (19) subject to ~ b;m; - C, is precisely

the same problem as the original, except that 6,m; replaces m;, and s; replaces

r,. The solution is therefore analogous to (16):

b,m, - a`,s' C( i - 1, 2, ..., k f 1). (20)
(~;}i a~~s~)

Thus we have the result that the only requirement is that b,m;, the total

run length at the point x„ should always be as given by (20). We are free to

choose either the value of b; (that is, how long to make each run), or to choose

the value of m, (that is, how many runs to make at the point x;). Whichever

value is chosen, the other is given by (20). Consequently the total number

of observations :1~' can be regarded as either fixed or variable. as we like. For

example, if :V is given, we can choose any set of m, satisfying ~ m; - N, and

then fix the run lengths using (20). The only proviso is that m; should not

be so large that it makes h, too small, because (18), which is an asymptotic

result, might then no longer hold.
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W'e can now consider different choices for the simulation run length. To

be explicit we consider the example of the M~M~1 queue where we wish to

estimate the expected waiting time. Whitt (1989) has shown that as the

traf~ic intensity x tends to unity, the variance of the estimated waiting time

(from a run of given length) is O[(1 - x)-']. In our formulation this means

we can set w(a) - (1 -.z)-~.

If we wish to have run lengths of equal length, we simply simulate the same

number of steady-state customers in each run: b; - 6 for all i. However, this

will mean that the responses from different runs will have different variances,

as given by (18).

If we want runs of equal variance, then run lengths should be proportional

to (1 - x)-'; that is, we set 6; - b(1 - x)-'.

.Another possibility is to use renewal (or regenerative) analysis and use a

c}~cle as the basic run length. In the queue example the expected length of a

cycle is .r~(1 -.r). In this case we therefore would set 6; - bx~(1 - x). Also

see .~smussen (1992).

The number of runs :V is in effect arbitrary, so we could in principle set

~' - k} 1. and make a single run at each point: m, - 1 for all i. However,

we ~~-ould then need to use batchíng or spectral analysis, say, to assess lack

of fit. Conversely, making the m, too large would mean making very many

short runs. In general this is a bad idea, as each run will require a setup time

to reach steady state, and it is usually more efficient to make one long run

(see Cheng, 1976).
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3.2 Terminating Simulations

A terminating queueing simulation is usually concerned with estimating tran-

sient characteristics of a queue. Often the arrival and service rates will not

be constant, and the traffic intensity will then be a function of time. It will

usual]y therefore not be appropriate to consider the simulation input, x, as a

specific traffic intensity; instead x is some more generalised measure of queue

activity level.

titoreover, unlike the steady-state case, the definition of what constitutes

a run will be predefined by the specification of the terminating event, so its

length is not a quantity we can arbitrarily select. VVe therefore write the run

length as 6(x;) to indicate its dependence on the simulation input. The error

variance is still given by (5), and Var(p) by ( 15). The optimum choice of m;

is obtaíned by minimizing Var(p) subject to ~ b(x;)m; - C. This gives

a,~~r;b~(x~)~ C(i - 1.2....,k f 1). (21)
m~ - {~~ti a i~~rib'(x~)~}

Obviously in this case we cannot select the total number oï runs, ~V, inde-

pendently of C.

4 Examples

4.1 Steady-State Waiting Times in the M~M~1 Queue

4~'e consider the example based on the waiting time response curve (3). In

this case, f(.x) in (1) becomes (1-x)-'. If we assume that simulation runs are

of equal length (we simulate the same number of customers), then Var(e) ti

(1 -x)-"oZ as x~ 1. Consequently, in (5) we have c~(x) -(1 -x)-~, and in
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(ï) we get r(x) -(1 - x). Strictly speaking, we need to have an expression

for L`ar(e) that is valid for the entire range of interest of x. However, as we

are especiall}~ interested in the behaviour of the queue as x y 1, we shall

appl}~ this limiting expression for Var(e), for all x, when selecting our design.

Our objective is to estimate the sensitivity of the queue as x--. 1, so we

wish to minimize the variance of the estimator of (10). After some algebra,

we find that this variance has the form

V(P) - (ci~mi f c2~ms f c3~m3)o2

where

(1 - xz)(1 - r3)
~~ - (rY - SI)(23 - rl)(1 - 21)~

(). - rl)(f - x3)
C~ - (r2 - rl)(r3 - 2])(1 - 22)~

(1 - xi)(1 - xa)
C3 - (23 - 21)(r3 - x2)(1 -- r3) ~

with the simulation points satisfying r~ c rz G x3. This is of the expected

form (1~).

.~lpplying Theorem 2 we have V,,,;,, -(cl f c2 -~ c3)~o2~a` - S2a2~.V, say.

As all the c's are positive, we minimize SZ if we minimize S. ~Iow

as~ar~ 1~,-0- i~ 2(1- 23)~[2z(23 - 2z)1 ~ o

so the optimal value for r~ is x~ - 0. w'e set r~ to this value in S. lVe then

get

aS(S1,r2,23)~ax3 -
r7(22 - r3)Y

~ ~(1 - r~14

22(22 - 23) (1 - 23) 1

This equals zero if x3 is equal to

23(22) - 2
- r2 - (2r~)~(1 - IZ)

2-rZ
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Solving the equation

8S[x„xz,x3(xs)~~a2z - 2i(2~zz
f 3x~ - 1) - 0

xZ(1 - xz)~

}'ields xZ - 2- f. We find therefore that the optimal input values are

x;-0 xZ-2-f~0.268 x3-6-3f~0.804

The optimal number of runs at these three simulation points follow from

(16):

mi - (g - 293)N ~ .0595N

m~ - 6N ~ 0.1667N (22)

m3-(~t1e)N~0.7738N.

Thus the bulk of the simulation effort is at the highest traffic intensity setting.

The minimized variance follows from (17):

Um;~ -(3f t 6)~o'~.N ~- 125.35o~~.N'.

An interesting aspect of this solution is that we do not make runs at traffic

intensities close to unity (the highest setting is 0.804). This contrasts with

standard polynomial situations where the end points of the range of interest

are always used (see Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1959). This becomes even more

marked had we fitted the two-parameter model (first order metamodel)

~, -(7o t 7ix,)l l- x~) f ó, (23)

instead of (8). The coefficient of interest is then

P- lim(7o f 7ix) -?o -f- 7t, (24)
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so the variance oí the estimator of this quantity, namely

Var(P) - Var(7o f ?i), (25)

is to be minimized. The optimal solution for this case sets the simulation

points well away from x- 1:

ri-0 and x~-2-f~0.586.

The corresponding run allocations are

m~ - (2 - 4)N ti .14641V, mz - (2 f 4)N ~ 0.8536N.

The minimized variance has value (2f f 2)2a~~N ~ 23.31a~~N.

Finally it is interesting to compare these settings with less guarded ones.

Suppose in the three-parameter version ( second order metamodel) we had

used the same number of runs ( m.; - m) at each of three equally spaced

points: x~ - 0, xz - 0.45, x3 - 0.9. Then Var(p) - 555.ï4oZ~.1i, which is

more than four times that of the minimum. The two-parameter case is even

more dramatic. If we had used the same number of runs at each of the two

points rl - 0 and rz - 0.9, then Var(p) ~ 246.94o~~.V, which is more than

ten times that of the minimum.

4.2 Simulation Results

To test the above theoretical analysis, we carried out two simulation exper-

iments involving the M~:VI~1 queue. It is well known that the behaviour of

even this elementary queue is hard to simulate. when the traf~ic load is near
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saturation. It is thus a good test model, especially as its analytical proper-

ties are well known, so that simulation results can be readily compared with

theoretical results.

In the first simulation we fitted the three-coefficient model (8), whilst

in the second simulation we fitted the two-coef5cient model (23). The un-

derlying true expected value that is being estimated is given by (2), so the

correct coefficient values are ryo - 0, -yi - 1 and ry2 - 0. Thus consistent

estimators of the coefficients are obtained by fitting either metamodel, and

the true value of p, defined in (9) is unity in both experiments. The results

of the two experiments are summarized in Table 1. The confidence intervals

calculated from the 100 replicates (described below) are given in the table.

With the run lengths used, bias in the estimates is not a problem; in all cases

the confidence intervals include the correct value of p.

For the three-coefficient model we first carried out a non-optimized ver-

sion of the simulation. This was made up of five runs at each of three traffic

intensities. The service rate was set at unity in all cases. The traf6c in-

tensities were therefore equal to the arrival rates in all cases, and were set

at rl - 0.001, a2 - 0.450, x3 - 0.900, with very nearly equal numbers of

customers, respectively: 6666, 6667 and 6667 simulated in each run of the

given r value. The average waiting times of customers in each of the fif-

teen runs was recorded and the regression model (3) was then fitted to the

fifteen observations, yielding the estimated value p- tio f y~ f ryz as the

response. This experiment was replicated 100 times, giving 100 independent

p estimates. The sample mean and variance of these 100 values were 0.9812
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and 0.01615 respectively.

~n optimized version of this experiment was then carried out: again five

runs at each of three traffic intensities were made, now using the optimum

settings x~ - 0.001, a2 - 0.268, x3 - 0.804 as found previously. The corre-

sponding numbers of customers simulated were now respectively 1190, 3333,

154ï6 in each run of the given s value, using (22) with N- 20,000; also see

the discussion of 6, and m, immediately following (20). Again 100 replicates

of the experiment ware made. The sample mean and variance of the 100 p

values were 0.9986 and 0.00351 respectively.

Comparing the sample variances in the optimized and non-optimized ver-

sions, we see that the over four-fold reduction in the variability is very much

that predicted by the theory (see the end of Section 5.1). Moreover this

represents a genuine saving as the computing times were almost identical:

165.18 seconds and 165.70 seconds respectively for the non-optimized and

the optimized experiments, running under compiled C-code on an Intel i860

processor.

Insert Tablel about here.

The second case was like the first, except that we fitted the two-coefficient

model ( 231 and estimated ( 24), so that the variance to be minimized is (25).

This time five runs were made at each of two settings in the non-optimized

case, with 10.000 customers in each run at x- 0.001, and 10.000 customers

also at r- 0.900. .Again 100 replicates of the experiment were made. The
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sample mean and variance of the 100 p values were 0.986 ï and 0.008363

respectiveh~. In the optimized case 2,928 customers were simulated in each

of five runs at x- 0.001, and 17,072 in each of five runs at x- 0.586. In

this case the sample mean and variance of the 100 p values were 0.9918 and

0.0005334 respectively. Total computing times for the non-optimized and

optimized cases were 163.73 and 163.92 seconds respectively. The gain in

efficiency of over ten-fold is again much as predicted by the theory.

5 Conclusions and F~ture Research

~Ve have shown the potential savings in using optimal design principles in

regression metamodelling of queueing simulations. We have focused on the

basic method of approach and for clarity we have deliberately avoided nu-

merous side issues or extensions. However, there are some points to bear in

mind, and several items that might be addressed in future work.

Terminating systems: Terminating queueing systems may not reach steady

state. Then neither the variance nor the mean of waiting time explodes

as the traffic load goes to unity. In particular the variance of the av-

erage waiting time per run does not follow the unbounded behaviour of

F'or(e) ~(1 - x)-'o2 as x y 1. In this situation the optimal values of

.r mav include both limits.

Finite run length: This point is closely connected with the previous one.

Finite run length imposes a bound on the degree of extreme behaviour that

can occur, even when the traffic load reaches the steady-state saturation level.

.~smussen (1992) shows how different queueing behaviour will be observed,
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depending on how run length is increased as the traffic load is increased.

In particular, .~smussen (1992, p.91) observes that excessively long runs are

necessary to obtain steady-state behaviour as the trafíic load approaches

unity. See also .Abate and Whitt (1987) and Whitt (1989). An advantage

oi our approach is that simulations are carried out away from the saturation

level, so that such problems may not be so acute.

C-nknou.n variances: This paper assumes that Var(e) is a known func-

tion of o2; see (5). In practice this knowledge may not be available. Then

a pilot study might be used to estimate how the variance depends on the

input r value. This paper illustrates that substantial savings are possible

even though approximate variance relations are used; in other words, our

results are robust. If response variances are estimated, a nonlinear regres-

sion estimator of p results. Then jacknifing may be applied; see Kleijnen,

Karremans, Oortwijn and Van Groenendaal (1987).

óálidation of the regression metamodel: A lack of fit test and cross-

validation may be used; see Kleijnen (1992). Validation is related to the

call of Kiefer and ~i'olfowitz (1959, p.283) to 'choose the polynomial of cor-

rect degree'.

Other optimality criteria: We considered minimization of Var(p), but the

literature gives at least four more criteria, such as D-optimality ; see Kiefer

and ~b"olfowitz (1959, pp. 285- 290) and Kleijnen (1987, pp. 335-336).

Sensitiuity analysis: If we wish to know what happens to the response y

when we change the input .z, we are not then interested in the parameter ryo.

In this situation the linear function p in (9) needs to be changed by omitting
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-yo from the expressions (10) and (24) used in the examples.

.`'on-linear regression analysis: Knowledge of analytical queueing models

may suggest the use of non-linear regression metamodels. See the references

in Kleijnen (1987, p.161). Other functions might be used to specify the

dependence of the variance on the input.

Quantile estimation: In practice, managers may be more interested in

(say) the 0.90 quantile rather than the mean; see Kleijnen (1987, p.426).

Inverse or control questions: Given y, what should be the value of x?

~Iso see Kleijnen (1987, pp. 224-225).

h'nown heavy and light traffic results: Heavy traffic results are known

for some queueing networks; the light traffic mean waiting time is simply

the mean service time. Reiman et al. (1992) make the regression model

pass through the known light and heavy traf~ic means (Constrained Least

Squares). The light traffic end is usually easy to handle, whether one uses

exact results or not. Heavy traf~ic results are certainly relevant and could

have been incorporated in our analysis. But for practical systems they will

often be unknown, so we have not assumed this knowledge in our analysis.

-Lfu(tiple expenmenfal jactors: We assumed a single factor, namely traf6c

rate. Other factors such as the queueing priority rule may need to be taken

into account; see Kleijnen (1987).

L'ariance reduction techniques: We have not considered use of common

and antithetic seeds, control variates (see Kleijnen, 197.~b, 1992), conditional

sampling (see Cheng and Traylor 1993), and so on.

Estimating the esact safurafion point: In complex systems this point may
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be unknown; for a case study see Griffiths and Williams ( 1989).
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Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 1: Consider first the determinant of A. This can be

written as

~ A ~- ~ ta~i,az,,...aktt.,.~t
(~t~in~....t~tt)EP

where P is the set of all permutations of the numbers (1, 2, ..., k f 1), and the

sign of the term is positive or negative according to whether the permutation

is even or odd. Now each element ai~ of A is of the form (12). Thus when

fully expanded, each individual term will be of the form

T7 {n~, x~ t~, }.1-1~ (26}

where each factor in braces arises from a given term in (12), this given term

being indexed by l.. and where the overall product is associated with the

particular permutation (il,i2....,ikt~). Consider now any such product (26)

and suppose !, -!t - l say, for some given pair s, t where with no loss of

generality~ we assume s C f. In other words, the variable n~ appears more

than once in the product (26). We write the permutation associated with

this product as n-(i~,....i,,...,it,...,ik}i). We can pair this product with
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another product, which we call its dual, in a unique way. We simply take the

permutation ~r' -(i~, ..., i~, ..., i„ ..., ik}~ ) obtained from n by interchanging

i, and i~. The dual contains exactly the same sequence of factors in braces

from each a,,,,. The only difference occurs in the two factors corresponding

to i, and it. These will be

9, -{n i'}'' } and g, ni a~}"i i - { ~ }

in the product arising from ~r, and will be

h, - {n~a~t"} and hi - {n~a~t''}

in the dual arising from rr'.

:Vow observe that the product of these two factors is the same: g,g~ -

h,hi. Thus the original product and the dual are equal in magnitude, as

the remaining factors in each are unchanged. But only one interchange of

symbols was made, in constructing a' from a. Thus one permutation is even,

and one is odd. The signs of the two products are therefore opposite, and

they cancel in their overall contribution to ~ A ~.

~Ioreover the dual of the dual is the original, so the set of all products

separates into disjoint pairs. The above argument therefore applies sepa-

rately to each pair. This means that the only non-zero terms that are not

annihilated are those where each m, appears once and once only. We have

therefore ptoved that ~ A ~ has the form:

kf I

I A I- d(x,,...,ikti) jI n,
~-i

~ehere d is independent of the m's and r's. The cefactors of A, ~ A,~ ~, share a

similar property. An almost identical argument shows that no nonzero term
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in any cofactor can contain any n; more than once. However, each cofactor

is only of order k, so that precisely one n; will be missing from each non-zero

term. We have therefore that ~ A;~ ~ has the form

k}I k}1
-1 7'7

I A~~ I- d~~a(x~i...,Sk}1)na jj nt
a-1 t-1

where the d,~, are expressions independent of the m's and r's.

The i, jth element of the inverse of A is therefore

(A-1)„ -~ A~~ I ~ I A I- ~
d~((.z,,...,xk}1)n-1.

a-1 1, ..., Sk}1 ) " r

that is, A-1 is of the form (14).

Finally, the argument does not depend on the fact that ~; 1 m, -.ti-. If

we fix one m; and let m~ -~ oo for all j~ i, then A-1 y B;~[m;r2(x,)]. As

A-' is a covariance matrix, B, is positive semidefinite.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. O
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Tablel

Estimating E(W) in the M~M~1Queue

la. Usin9 P - yo t 7~ f ys

Non - Optimized

r ~ oJ customers~per run
0.001 6, 666
0.450 6,667
0.900 6, 667

~ of runs at each x: 5

Results from 100 simulations :

;Llean p 0.9812

Var p 0.01615
95P1o Confidence Interval for p:

(.9563, 1.0061)

Time jor the 100 simulations :

165.18 seconds

Correct value is p- 1

Optimized

x ~ of customers~per run

0.001 1,190
0.268 3,333
0.804 15,476

Mean p 0.9986
Var p 0.003510

(.9870,1.0102)

165.70 seconds

lb. G~sing p - yo t y~. Correct value is p- 1

a'on - Optimized Optimized

x ~ of customers~per run x ~ of customers~per run

0.001 10,000 0.001 2,928
0.900 10,000 0.586 17,Oï2

~ of runs at each x: 5

Results f rom 100 simulations :

-1~1ean p 0.986 ï
Var p 0.008363

95~1c Conf idence ~nterval far p:

(.9688, 1.0046)

Time for the 100 simulations :

163. ï 3 seconds

.tilean p 0.9918
Var p 0.0005334

(.9918, 1.0008)

163.92 seconds
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